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Abstract: This article offers an assessment of the current state of scholarship on animal ethics in Islam. It first discusses a group of texts that share the preoccupation of demonstrating the superiority of Islam’s animal teachings, thus exhibiting a clearly apologetic tone. Then it turns to the debate on animal ethics in Western academia. By raising challenging questions, the latter holds the promise of delving deeper into the subject, but at its current stage much of it is still hampered by factual inaccuracies and methodological flaws. In conclusion, the article explains why the subject of animal ethics in Islam is particularly deserving of careful study.
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1. Introduction

[The Mussulmans] are tender almost to infirmity to the brute creation. (Anonymous 1809, p. 3)

The Mussulan preserves the lives of the lower animals solicitously. Though he considers the dog impure, and never makes a friend of him, he thinks it sinful to kill him, and allows the neighbourhood and even the streets of his towns to be infested by packs of masterless brutes, which you would get rid of in London in one day. The beggar does not venture to destroy his vermin: he puts them tenderly on the ground, to be swept up into the clothes of the next passer-by. There are hospitals in Cairo for superannuated cats, where they are fed at the public expense. (Bacon and Whately 1860, p. 144)

I think that Cartesianism belongs, beneath its mechanicist indifference, to the Judeo-Christiano-Islamic tradition of a war against the animal. (Derrida 2008, p. 101)

Perhaps no animal has a harder time in the Islamic world than the dog. (Capper 2016, p. 78)

The roughly two centuries that separate the first two statements from the last two have led to a remarkable change in the presentation of Islam’s position on animals in Western texts. In early modern literature, the ”Mussulman” or ”Mahometan” could be barbarian and deceitful or chivalrous and magnanimous, yet in both cases his charity to the ”brute creation” was affirmed. As early as the seventeenth century, Francis Bacon gave the example of the Turks, whom he depicted as “a cruel people, who nevertheless are kind to beasts, and give alms, to dogs and birds” to corroborate the view that inclination to goodness was deeply imprinted in “man”, though—as his example presumably showed—it could be misplaced. Indeed, Muslims’ compassion could be a sign of the nobility of their character or of the debility of their minds, or could simply be explained away as unrepresentative of their true nature, but in all cases it was seldom questioned.

1 (Bacon 2010).
More recent literature reflects a complex but overall less positive image. Although Jacques Derrida’s claim that Islam is at war against the animal is not shared by more informed critics, it is still representative of a tendency among many ethicists to dismiss the tradition as anti-animal by mere association with its older monotheistic siblings. This position is generally inferred from the fact that, like Judaism and Christianity, Islam authorizes the instrumental use of animals and killing for food. From such well-established themes these ethicists cursorily reach unfounded ones, including the odd idea that Islam gives humans dominion over nonhuman animals or even that it is at war with animals, as Derrida claims.

More informed assessments are more favorable; nonetheless, the growing consensus appears to be that although Islam fares better than some other faith traditions, it still falls short of attending adequately to the needs of nonhuman creatures. Richard Foltz writes, The Islamic tradition does indeed offer much that can lend itself to respect for species other than our own, but it also contains much that is problematic from an animal rights activist point of view. Even much of what could resemble animal rights within the tradition is unheeded by most Muslims or unknown to them (Foltz 2006, p. xii).

Kristen Stilt states that the “rules of Islamic law on animal welfare, established in the seventh century, do more to protect animals than the laws of any country today” (Stilt 2008, pp. 8–9), yet she also cites the example of Egypt, a majority-Muslim country that fares very poorly in world surveys of animal welfare, “receiving an ‘F’ on an ‘A’ to ‘G’ grading scale in 2014 from the organization World Animal Protection” (Stilt 2017, p. 5). Modern assessments thus reflect the view that at the normative level Islam is not as animal-friendly as was previously assumed, whereas at the empirical level Muslims’ treatment of nonhuman animals has deteriorated.

Meanwhile, many Muslims continue to insist not only that their tradition is highly attentive to the wellbeing of nonhuman creatures, but even that it offers one of the best moral hopes in this regard. Such discussions, however, fall short of building a solid enough case in defense of this claim. For example, Mawil Izzi Dien lists many protections that the tradition extends to nonhuman animals, including the fact that owners are required to continue to spend time, money, and effort on their aged and diseased animals even if they no longer expect to benefit from them to illustrate the level of care that Islam accords to nonhuman creatures, but he glosses over the question of killing for food (Izzi Dien 2000, p. 45). Failure to adequately address such a crucial point undermines his case.

Although the reasons behind these conflicting perspectives are too complex to be fully addressed here, a few can be highlighted. First, recent discussions indicate that Muslims’ attitudes toward nonhuman animals have deteriorated. Contradictory assessments seem thus to reflect at least in part changes at the empirical level. Second, the prism through which the tradition is evaluated is no longer the same. Whereas in missionary and travel literature the average observer was a lay person with, at best, no more than a casual commitment to nonhuman animals’ wellbeing, in recent scholarship the tradition is increasingly evaluated from the standpoint of animal rights advocacy. More importantly, cultural, ideological, and political sensitivities play a major part in shaping this debate. On the traditional Muslim side, several works take the form of apologies seeking to resist perceived or real Western attempts at cultural and moral hegemony. On the Western side, many Muslim and non-Muslim authors subject the tradition to a narrow, West-centric version of animal advocacy while often failing to apply the same critical scrutiny to the animal rights discourse.

The aim of this article is to assess the current debate on animal ethics in Islam and consider the extent to which it has helped the modern reader understand this tradition’s position on this subject. I will first discuss a group of texts that share the preoccupation of demonstrating the superiority of the tradition, thus exhibiting a clearly apologetic tone, then I will turn to the debate on animal ethics in Western academia. By raising challenging questions, the latter holds the promise of delving deeper into the subject, but at its current stage much of it is still affected by serious problems. In conclusion I will explain why the subject of animal ethics in Islam deserves careful study.
2. Apologetic Literature

Several works dealing with the so-called subject of animal rights in Islam share the preoccupation of demonstrating the tradition’s superiority in this area. To achieve this goal, one of the oft-repeated arguments consists of the reminder that “Islam” predates the “West” by many centuries in extending “rights” to animals. This argument is often intended to silence critics by reminding them that whereas the West has “just discovered” that animals are worthy of moral consideration, Islam can boast of having included them in its moral compass since its inception. In these discussions, however, Islam is typically reduced to its scriptural teachings, especially reports describing Muhammad’s compassionate treatment of nonhuman animals and enjoining Muslims to do the same. The questions of whether, to what extent, and in what ways these teachings have shaped the intellectual and empirical dimensions of the tradition generally fail to receive adequate attention.

This idealized conception of Islam is typically contrasted with a distorted conception of the West and other cultures. For instance, the only examples that Abd Al-Qadir Al-Shaykhali cites to illustrate other cultures’ attitudes toward other animals are animal fights and other cruel practices (Al-Shaykhali 2006, p. 8). Al-Shaykhali does not bother to note that many of these practices are now banned from many countries and that when they occur this is increasingly in opposition to, rather than in agreement with, the dominant or at least the growing ethos. In the same vein, Ahmad Yasin Al-Qarala highlights the West’s “moral inconsistencies” by pointing out that the same people who pamper cats and dogs are the most voracious meat-eaters (Al-Qarala 2009, p. 23). Al-Qarala does not mention that these “inconsistencies” are fully addressed in Western writings, nor does he allude to the fact that wealthy Muslim countries have developed the same gluttony for meat. Similarly, he fails to acknowledge that “inconsistencies” are common to all cultures and that the very inconsistencies of which he accuses the West are emerging in Muslim countries, especially among elite classes. Thus, while hardly taking note of the struggles waged for the sake of animals in Western countries and other parts of the world, these writings tend to turn a blind eye on what would count as problematic behavior vis-à-vis nonhuman animals in Muslim societies even by the tradition’s own standards.

In fact, although these readings deal with animal subjectivities and their titles often include phrases such as ُهُوَّاق الْحَيَاةَن (animal rights) and ُرَيْق بِالْحَيَاةَن (“kindness to animals”, respectively), they tend to be defenses of Islamic tradition rather than animals. Many of them are triggered by criticisms directed against Islam, particularly ones pertaining to its permission to kill animals for food. Hasanayn Muhammad Makhluf explains that he wrote his book in response to a fellow Egyptian’s complaint to Makhluf’s father “that kindness to animals is an important topic that foreign countries are concerned with” whereas the “topic was not significant to his forefathers in Islamic countries” (Stilt 2018). His book thus seeks to rectify this misunderstanding. Similarly, Al-Shaykhali frames his arguments in reaction to criticisms directed by animal rights organizations in the West against Islam’s manner of slaughtering sheep (Al-Shaykhali 2006, p. 8). These works thus share an apologetic tone and serve primarily as identity markers.

Although the cultural anxieties underpinning this type of discourse deserve to be acknowledged and addressed, these works’ contribution to the field of animal ethics is less than satisfactory. This approach not only fails to attend carefully to questions arising from genuine concern for nonhuman animals, but generally also posits an essentialized understanding of Islam, the animal, and of cultural differences. This is not to suggest that these authors do not have a point. In fact, ample evidence shows that overall premodern Islamic tradition takes the interests of nonhuman animals very seriously and that it has developed a sensible animal ethics model; however, this does not mean that the tradition is entirely innocent of problematic views and practices nor that all its positions are intuitively graspable. Concerns surrounding the issue of killing for food are particularly legitimate and deserve to be addressed.

Moreover, Islamic tradition is too complex to be reduced to its scriptural teachings. Of course, these teachings have played an important role in shaping Muslims’ attitudes toward other creatures, but they have never been the only determining factor. The very claim that Islam extends “rights” to
nonhuman animals is problematic not only due to its anachronistic nature\(^2\), but also because it seems inconsistent with the principle of monotheism due to the sense of entitlement that seems inherent in the concept of rights. Even the notion of the animal is not as simple as it may appear: Are human beings part of the animal world? Does our conception of the animal typically extend to insects? Answers to these and related questions are not without important ethical implications.

More problematically, the apologetic approach may be a contributor to negative attitudes toward nonhuman animals. Failure to engage critically with the emerging set of problems characterizing humans’ impact on nonhuman life in the modern age, including in the Muslim world, is likely to produce a false sense of reassurance, thus arguably facilitating the perpetuation of whatever negative practices and attitudes toward nonhuman animals. This approach can even be theologically problematic. If “Islam” truly takes the lives and wellbeing of nonhuman animals seriously, as this literature consistently emphasizes, then the sense of appeasement derived from these apologies seems to run counter to this attitude.

This said, the cultural and political anxieties underlying the apologetic discourse should not be dismissed as irrelevant to this discussion. Like gender issues, animal advocacy has too often been used to racialize and dehumanize others and to exercise moral imperialism. Glen Elder, Jennifer Wolch, and Jody Emel have shown how “in the contemporary United States, racialization of others is fostered by postcolonial interpretations of the human-animal boundary or divide” (Elder et al. 1998, p. 80). A use of animals that falls outside the norm of what a dominant culture deems acceptable (such as killing a dog for food as opposed to killing her for biomedical research in the modern West, for example) can be interpreted as an act of cruelty and treated as a symbol of savagery, thus potentially becoming legally and socially costly to the person or group who enacts it.

Like other groups who have been subjected to Western imperialism, Muslims have enough good reasons to be wary of Western animal advocacy. From colonial times to the present this principle has often been used as a pretext for the infliction of acts of physical and social violence against them. Animal advocacy in colonial Egypt, for example, was a cause defended by the highest British official in the country, Lord Cromer, “who clearly believed in the inferiority of non-European humans”. Such paradox can perhaps explain why “[m]any British anti-cruelty advocates in colonial Egypt expressed their animal welfare politics through violence toward human animals” as Alan Mikhail observes (Mikhail 2014, p. 179). More recently, many animal rights campaigns in Europe have been denounced as smear campaigns against Jews and Muslims (Bergeaud-Blackler 2016). To some Muslims these campaigns may seem particularly ironical as animal advocacy in the West is not without Islamic roots. Jeremy Bentham, the eighteenth/nineteenth-century British philosopher whose oft-cited footnote condemning animal cruelty (Bentham 1879) is credited by many as one of the first triggers of animal advocacy in the West is a case in point. “The very first sentence of that footnote” writes James Carson, “shows that a seminal text in Western philosophical discourse on animal rights draws on non-Western sources (Hinduism and Islam)” (Carson 2013, p. 171).

Apologetic literature on animal ethics is thus not without value. It is a useful source for the study of the intersection between animal ethics on one hand and cultural and colonial tensions on the other. Besides, it gives access to a wealth of primary material, mostly from the hadith, but also from other sources, including the Qur’an and legal texts. Moreover, despite its apologetic tone it is not devoid of interesting analytical insights. Some works also occasionally sermonize their Muslim readers by stressing the importance of treating other animals well and reminding them of the afterlife consequences of such treatment, therefore seeking to create a concrete positive impact on the lives of other animals. However, the critical merit of these works is rather limited and, even

---

\(^2\) The notion of rights, as William Edmundson notes, “first became unmistakably prominent during the period of modern intellectual history known as the Enlightenment, which . . . had its beginnings in the early seventeenth century and ran to the end of the eighteenth” (Edmundson 2012, p. 13).
more problematically, they generally fail to address emerging problems, such as factory farming and animal transportation.

3. Western Academia

The Western academic landscape is more complex. Thus far the field has contributed excellent studies and raised important questions, but much of it still suffers from serious drawbacks. On the positive side, Western academics approach the tradition more critically and revisit foundational texts and doctrines from new angles. This approach has invigorated the debate and promises deeper analyses. On the downside, much of the literature suffers from methodological flaws and factual inaccuracies. Perhaps because much of the debate is undertaken by non-Islamicists who, due to language and training limitations, have no direct access to primary sources and only a cursory appreciation of the tradition’s intellectual history; misreadings, oversimplifications, and forthright misinformation prevail in much of the literature. Moreover, while showing much critical insight toward Islamic tradition, the debate often fails to approach animal ethics theories with similar critical rigor. These limitations often lead to ambivalent positions and one-sided readings whereby the complexity of ethical dilemmas and pressures of lived reality fail to be given adequate attention.

3.1. Critical Approach

G. H. Bousquet’s article comparing attitudes toward nonhuman animals in the three monotheisms is probably the first to offer an academic treatment of animal ethics in Islam (Bousquet 1958). The article’s explicit comparative frame is helpful in identifying Islam’s distinctive features and situating its views of animals in a wider context. Bousquet observes for example that unlike Indian traditions, the three monotheisms share an anthropocentric premise consisting of the belief that animals are created for the sake of humans. Regardless of this observation’s accuracy, the comparative approach can reveal previously unnoticed features and allows one to see things in more perspective.

From Bousquet’s comparison, Islam emerges as the most attuned of the three monotheisms to the wellbeing of nonhuman animals. The author offers an interesting metaphor to the effect that when the Judaic seed of compassion was thrown on Christian soil it could not grow any roots, but when the same seed fell on Islamic soil it found a fertile ground that allowed it to thrive. Interestingly, Bousquet’s analytical approach does more to illustrate this positive side than the apologetic discourse, for unlike the latter, this author looks beyond doctrinal and legal stipulations and considers how concern for animals permeates daily life, shapes personal piety, and represents a social ideal to which everyone is encouraged to aspire.

Some of Bousquet’s ideas did not stand the test of scrutiny. More recent research has demonstrated that Indian traditions are as guilty of anthropocentrism as their monotheistic counterparts (Waldau 2002; Nelson 1998) and that the anthropocentric character of the three monotheisms is mitigated by a theocentric dimension linked to the spiritual abilities that all three traditions ascribe to nonhuman animals (Bauckham 2002; Tlili 2017b). Nonetheless, the author not only offers useful analyses, but he also calls attention to themes that deserve further inquiry. He observes for example that seemingly similar practices can be underlain by widely divergent motivations. For instance, in both Egypt and France one finds institutions that seem to denote respect for—or even liberality towards—dogs. In the former case this consists of endowments benefiting these animals whereas in the latter it consists of cemeteries where the wealthy bury them. Bousquet argues that despite their seeming similarity the sentiments underlying these practices have nothing in common.

It took the field a few decades since Bousquet’s work to witness the appearance of new contributions. Of these, James Wescoat’s article “The ‘Right of Thirst’ for Animals in Islamic Law: A Comparative Approach” (Wescoat 1995) not only sheds light on a little-studied point (huqūq al-shurb, i.e., the right of access to water, otherwise known as “the right of thirst”), but unlike Bousquet’s article, it pays closer attention to the topic’s empirical dimension. In Wescoat’s analysis the Islamic legal system once again emerges as very attentive to the wellbeing of nonhuman animals—far more so than
contemporary western legal systems—but the author also notes the disconnect between the normative and the empirical dimensions. Under colonial, political, and economic pressures traditional legal stipulations have lost much of their weight, leading to lack of observance of many religious doctrines and legal stipulations. Although Wescoat recognizes that neither Western nor Muslim countries are likely to formally adopt Islamic rulings about animals, he argues that these rulings can still be relevant not only to Muslims, but also to Westerners. In the former case teachings about animals can continue to shape individuals’ behavior, whereas in the latter it can become a resource for reformers who seek to rework existing laws or frame new ones.

The more substantial contributions, however, consist of Basheer Ahmad Masri’s Animal Welfare in Islam (Masri 2007), and even more so of Richard Foltz’s Animals in Islamic Tradition and Muslim Cultures (Foltz 2006). Although Foltz’s book was just preceded by another (L’Animal en Islam) (Benkheira et al. 2005), his enjoyed wider circulation possibly due to the language medium, but even more likely because unlike L’Animal en Islam, Foltz’s book engages the conceptual tools of animal rights theory. Combined with his survey of a wide range of documents from different genres and historical periods, Foltz has succeeded more than any previous author in incorporating Islamic perspectives in the Western debate on animal ethics.

Approaching the subject from the standpoint of animal rights advocacy, Foltz has also taken the conversation to a new analytical level. Rather than cursorily observing that Islam is anthropocentric, for instance, he treats anthropocentrism as a moral problem in need of ethical engagement. Consistent with the advocacy approach, the book seeks to initiate a deeper and more committed conversation with the aim of creating a concrete impact. As noted in the introduction, Foltz does not deny that the tradition shows real concern for animals, but he is also troubled by the fact that it allows killing for food and by what he perceives as negative attitudes toward dogs, among other things. He also bemoans the disconnect between the normative and empirical dimensions of the tradition. Even if Islam has the best teachings about animals, it means little if these teachings are not heeded.

As noteworthy as Foltz’s accomplishment is, however, several problems detract from it. Foltz’s prioritization of breadth over depth has resulted in several implausible conclusions. For instance, based on a cursory reading of a medieval fable he presents its authors, the anonymous group known as the Ikhwān al-Safā’, as champions of the animal cause in Islam. Indeed, contrary to Foltz’s assessment, ample research has shown that these authors are unusually steeped in hierarchical thinking and that their worldview is profoundly anthropocentric. Their fascinating fable notwithstanding, a more careful reading that situates it in the authors’ general oeuvre reveals that animals fare very poorly on their scheme (Tili 2014). This cursory approach characterizes Foltz’s reading of several texts, including foundational ones such as the Qur’an and hadith, resulting in many implausible conclusions.

This problem is compounded by lack of questioning of the author’s own cultural assumption and the theoretical premises of the animal rights discourse. For example, Foltz treats the mainstream tradition’s objection to keeping dogs as pets as an expression of hostility, as if dogs naturally crave human attention and would suffer if deprived of it. Foltz does not seem to notice the anthropocentric undertone of this position. More generally, he seems unaware of, or at least he fails to highlight the anthropocentric character of the very animal rights discourse that he embraces, particularly the problem of extensionism. This consists of the implicit premise common to prominent animal ethics theories such as utilitarianism, deontology, Aristotelianism, and contractarianism, whereby moral consideration is allocated to other creatures based on their level of similarity to humans, be it in terms of cognition, anatomy, size, or otherwise. Many have noted that by keeping humankind firmly tied to the center while extending consideration based on such criteria, the dominant animal rights discourse reinforces rather than destabilizes anthropocentric presuppositions (Fellenz 2010).

Furthermore, although Foltz is fully justified in raising the problem of killing for food, his discussion does not do justice to the complexity of this ethical dilemma. Universal vegetarianism, the model that he seems to advocate, causes more problems than it solves. One of its many difficulties is related to what should be done with domestic animals. Conventional rightists propose that we breed
them out of existence (extinctionism). It is not clear whether Foltz shares this view, but if he does, the momentous consequences of such a radical solution, including ethical ones on the very creatures that it aims to protect, demand fuller engagement. Without counting the impact on human societies, to decide on behalf of billions of creatures that they should no longer procreate seems to betray the same patriarchal sentiment of which traditional systems are accused. Moreover, because such a course can only be imposed on animals (as Tony Milligan observes, “animals cannot be persuaded into sexual abstinence”) it not only results in the frustration of their natural desire for procreation and parenting, but also involves the violation of their bodily integrity. The process consists of the “physical seizure of the bodies of animals in order to make them conform to our human plans” (Milligan 2015, pp. 133–34). An Islamicist should also weigh the political and cultural repercussions of this solution on the Muslim world. To deprive Muslim and other non-Western societies of domestic animals means entrenchment of their dependence on Western technology which could lead to a new host of economic, political, and cultural problems.

The very concept of vegetarianism is more complex than Foltz and others seem to realize. If this notion is merely taken to mean abstention from the flesh of animals, then yes, this is what it is; if, however, it is taken to mean that a given diet has no cost in animal life, then this is inaccurate. As many animal advocates admit, all diets, including vegan ones, have a blood price. An ovo-lacto vegetarian diet still depends on a system that requires the killing of many animals (for example most males), for otherwise it cannot be cost-effective enough to be maintained. A vegan diet causes the killing of insects which, as any farmer knows, are among humans’ main competitors over grown food, thus frequently inviting the use of techniques (including the use of insecticides) that would keep them at bay. Moreover, ordinary agricultural practices, such as ploughing and harvesting, cause the death of many field animals, including birds, small rodents, amphibians, and reptiles. These animals are either killed directly when machines run over their bodies or indirectly, for example through the destruction of their nests and hiding spaces, which exposes them to predators and other life-threatening situations. Moreover, in the absence of large working animals from the field, as dictated by vegan philosophy, vegan farming of any significant scale must depend on a mechanical system that is far more invasive than traditional, livestock-dependent systems. In fact, Steven Davis suggests that the mere presence of livestock animals even in a farm that uses mechanical equipment decreases the overall number of killed animals because “pasture forage production requires fewer passages through the field with tractors and other farm equipment” (Davis 2003, p. 390). Because of this Davis argues that raising large herbivores (obviously, this often means for food for the system to remain cost-effective) contributes significantly to decreasing the overall number of animals killed in a farm. His analysis thus indicates that a vegan diet not only has a blood price but may even be costlier in life. Although Davis’s views were challenged by some, he still raises important concerns that animal ethicists, including ones dealing with Islamic tradition, must ponder.

In view of this, one should consider whether and to what extent defenses of vegetarian and vegan diets are shaped by the extensionist disposition of the dominant animal rights philosophy. In fact, prominent advocates of vegetarianism and veganism at best refrain from weighing the interests of smaller animals such as insects (Francione 2000, p. 176) and at worst openly exclude these animals from their moral consideration (Regan 1983, p. 76).3 Defenses of these diets thus reflect the assumption

---

3 Gary Francione does not rule out the possibility that insects may be sentient, but he refrains from weighing their interests in his overall moral scheme as he feels obligated to “draw the line somewhere”. Of course, this very “drawing of a line” means the exclusion of many animal categories from our moral consideration. Tom Regan is more assertive in excluding many animals from his moral circle. He writes, “Because some animals frequently differ from us [emphasis added] in quite fundamental ways in these respects, it is not unreasonable to view them as utterly lacking in consciousness. Like automatic garage doors that open when they register an electronic signal, or like the pinball machine that registers the overly aggressive play of a competitor and lights up ‘Tilt!’ some animals may be reasonably viewed as making their ‘behavioral moves’ in the world without any awareness of it”. This approach perpetuates the Cartesian model not only due to its exclusionary nature, but also due to its adoption of rational faculties as the main or sole determining factor. It only differs
that larger animals, ones to whom humans can relate more, are worthier of moral consideration than smaller ones. If things were different the answers will become less certain. As Milligan writes,

> Any approach towards animal ethics which advocates a more thoroughgoing species egalitarianism at all levels—from elephants down to beetles—and which accordingly insists that death harms in a uniform manner, may experience difficulties [in defending an exclusively plant-based diet]. (Milligan 2010, p. 146)

By highlighting these difficulties my aim is not to offer any conclusive remarks on the legitimacy of killing for food—a problem that is, in any case, beyond the scope of the present article—but rather to show that this question is far too complex to be solved by mere appeal to moral intuition, as Foltz does. These criticisms notwithstanding, Foltz still deserves the credit at least of initiating this important debate and for laying the ground for more nuanced studies.

One such study is Alan Mikhail’s *The Animal in Ottoman Egypt* (Mikhail 2014). Unlike Foltz, Mikhail limits the scope of his research historically and geographically to Ottoman Egypt and species wise to farm animals, dogs, and charismatic megafauna. The Ottoman period in Egypt corresponds to the transitional historical juncture of early modernity, whereby various tensions led to profound social, political, economic, and cultural changes. While primarily concerned with the impact of these changes on human-animal relations, the book also provides a window into an important period of Egypt’s history and, as importantly, calls attention to the role of animals as historical agents. History is never shaped by the actions of humans alone. In major though often unnoticed ways it also involves the work of and interaction with many other creatures, as Mikhail’s ample evidence shows.

While situating his discussion in the modern debate on animal ethics, as a historian, Mikhail brings into this debate the weight of lived reality and the pressures of everyday-life. As in any pre-fossil-fuel dependent economy, animal power, both human and nonhuman, was the primary source of energy in early modern Egypt. Nonhuman animals were a source of energy in a nutritional sense, but even more importantly, their own and their human masters’ muscles provided the energy that was needed to perform innumerable tasks, including the irrigation of agricultural fields, transportation, and construction. This meant that life was not easy. The image that emerges from Mikhail’s discussion is of exhausted humans, cattle, and pack animals, but also of beings whose mutual dependency nurtured empathy and dictated care.

A host of factors, many of which linked to modernizing efforts, worked together to cause profound changes. Environmental disasters, political rivalries, the emergence of the nation state, colonial invasion, technological innovations, urbanization, and the absorption of new cultural and aesthetic ideals simultaneously decreased humans’ dependence on other animals and diminished feelings of empathy toward them. Although earlier on dogs were perceived as impure and almost never admitted indoors, they were provided for and protected for reasons of piety but also of expediency. As garbage eaters and neighborhood protectors, dogs provided invaluable services in return for the care and protection provided by their human fellows. Once dogs lost these functions to the government institutions created by the nation state they became expendable. These changes affected Egyptians’ relation with and perception of many species. “The labor of animals was deemed obsolete at the turn of the nineteenth century”, writes Mikhail, “their bodies became threatening sources of disease and annoyance; and their economic worth came to be defined by capitalist market relations instead of reciprocal exchange and an economy of wonder”. “The modernizing state”, Mikhail concludes, “forever cleaved the human–animal relationship” (Mikhail 2014, p. 15). Thus, rather than simply delineating the process that led to the deterioration of Muslims’ attitudes toward other animals, Mikhail analyzes the intertwined forces that determined its direction. Though his analysis is concerned with Ottoman Egypt, his insights are applicable far beyond this context.

---

The cited text is from Plumwood 2002, chp. 7. For more on this point, see Plumwood 2002, chp. 7.
This level of scholarly rigor is met by a growing number of works. (Marion Katz (Berkowitz and Katz 2016); Kim Fortuny (Fortuny 2014); Donna Landry (Landry 2015)), to cite only a few, wisely avoid overarching assessments and opt instead for close analyses of the views of individual scholars, specific legal matters, and specific social groups. Moreover, while engaging the theoretical tools of the animal ethics discourse these authors are careful to not grant Western philosophy normative status. This allows them to remain sensitive to cultural and historical differences without relinquishing critical rigor. This body of literature stands in contrast with another where misinformation, misrepresentation, and oversimplification are a salient problem.

3.2. Misinformation, Misinterpretation, and Oversimplification

The need to include sections on Islam in multivolume works at a time when the field of animal ethics was in its infancy seems to have led some editors to seek the help of non-specialists, something that resulted in less than satisfactory contributions. A short article in the first edition of the Encyclopedia of Animal Rights and Animal Welfare illustrates this problem. The author, no less an authority than Paul Waldau, who has developed some of the most nuanced conceptual tools for the study of animal ethics in religion, emphasizes Islam’s anthropocentric character, which he presents as barely mitigated by a dimension of responsibility toward nonhuman animals. The same article, however, reveals the author’s unfamiliarity even with basic aspects of Islamic tradition, let alone the Qur’an and the other texts that he discusses. For example, Waldau places the sacrificial holiday (□al-id. h. ¯a), which occurs on the tenth day of the last (twelfth) month of the Islamic calendar (Dhû-l-hijja), at the end of the month of Ramadan, the ninth month of the Islamic calendar when Muslims fast from dawn to sunset. Among the unfortunate results of this misinformed approach is the casual affirmation that the Qur’an contains negative views of other animals (Waldau 1998). Indeed, the closer one studies this scripture the more such affirmation proves questionable (Tlili 2010, 2012). Of course, the Qur’an, like any other text, lends itself to multiple interpretations; however, a careful reading using Waldau’s very conceptual tools yields a surprisingly non-anthropocentric outlook. Another unfortunate outcome is the presentation of marginal opinions as if they were central to the tradition’s worldview while failing to point to legal, theological, and other scholarly debates which are more serious in character and which have played a more important role in shaping Muslims’ attitudes toward nonhuman creatures. Obviously, this uninformed and selective approach serves to perpetuate stereotypes more than provide useful information about the tradition.

Although the field has since grown considerably, the problem of misinformation persists. In a more recent piece—nearly two decades following the publication of Waldau’s article—Daniel Capper offers a more rounded and more detailed reading of the tradition which, nonetheless, includes serious inaccuracies. One of the points Capper seeks to make is that although in Islam nonhuman animals are believed to have souls, the tradition ascribes them a lower type of soul, what he refers to as “nafs (sic) al-ammara, a base soul that pursues needs, wants, and survival”. In contrast, he argues, humans have a higher type of soul. He writes,

Although the issue has been debated, in consonance with later Neoplatonism the dominant Islamic tradition avers that humans, and only humans, possess a second, rational soul, a nafs [sic] al-lawwama (in another tradition, al-ruh), which provides conscience and the ability to choose between right and wrong. This soul, not the animal soul, is the soul that ultimately goes to heaven. (Capper 2016, p. 74)

This is a strange reading of the soul motif whereby marginal views are again given disproportional weight. Indeed, although the dominant tradition is guilty of several negative views about nonhuman animals and although some of these views can be blamed on the influence of Neoplatonism, the soul
motif is hardly one of them. The phrases al-nafs al-ammāra\(^4\) and al-nafs al-lauwūmā\(^5\) are derived from the Qur’an and—along with the phrase al-nafs al-muṭnā’ innà (the content and peaceful soul)—have been used, particularly in Sufi circles, to describe different stages in humans’ spiritual growth. Some Sufis and students of Hellenism did equate these stages with the Neoplatonic notions of “animal” and “rational” souls, but this position is far from dominant. In fact, contrary to Capper’s claim, the mainstream tradition has overwhelmingly treated nonhuman animals as possessors of “rūḥ”, the supposedly higher type of soul (Tili 2017a). The use of the phrase “ḥḍā/ḥḍī ṭāḥ” (possessor of a soul) as a way of referring to animals, both human and nonhuman, abounds in works of lexicography, theology (kalām), qur’ānic exegesis (tafsīr), Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh), adāb (roughly, literature) and other texts.

Capper’s claim that according to the mainstream tradition heaven is populated mainly by humans is more justified, but even this theme is more nuanced than his discussion conveys. Indeed, the mainstream tradition holds also that nonhuman animals will be resurrected and that they, like humans, face afterlife accountability (Tili 2012). This conception is highly significant. It indicates that nonhuman animals are perceived as having at least some sense of morality and that they can make both good and bad choices. The tradition thus ascribes them important abilities. On the other hand, by limiting nonhuman animals’ accountability to the afterlife the tradition has also protected them from human judgment and the expectation that they abide by humans’ moral standards. This remarkable balance marks an important departure from prevalent anthropocentric attitudes, for nonhuman animals are ascribed considerable complexity yet without being measured against human standards. It has also protected nonhuman animals of the kind of animal trials conducted in medieval Europe (Evans 1906; Oldridge 2005, chp. 3).

It should be noted, however, that although most Muslims accept that nonhuman animals will be resurrected and judged in the hereafter, the potential impact of this theme on nonhuman animals’ status did not receive adequate attention. Muslims generally do not question the principle of nonhuman animals’ afterlife because both the Qur’an and—even more explicitly—the Prophetic Tradition (ḥadīth) establish this principle. Remarkably, when the same scriptural sources are examined carefully one discovers that even the difference between human and nonhuman’s final destinies is not founded on anthropocentric premises. This difference is generally linked to a qur’ānic verse stating, “We have offered the Trust (Amānā) to the heavens, the earth, and the mountains, but they shied away from it and declined to assume it; however, the human being assumed it. He was utterly unjust, utterly haughty” (Q 33/Al-Ahzāb: 72). The intensity of humans’ afterlife destiny is thus linked to a choice in which they and other creatures were involved at a primordial time. When the Amānā (Trust) was offered to various creatures, the human being was the only creature that jumped on it. One also should not forget that this unwisely move elicited divine criticism. The Amānā, as Qur’ān exegetes explain, consists of the bargain to be tested in this life in return for either eternal (or long-term) reward or punishment in the hereafter. The different treatment reserved for humans is therefore the result of a risky choice that they alone seem to have made. It should be reminded also that because of this choice, not only heaven, but also the hellfire, is populated mainly by humans. Thus, had Capper studied the “soul” and “afterlife” motifs more carefully he would not have exempted the tradition from critical assessment, but he would have offered a more accurate diagnosis.

Misinformation and misreadings are even more salient in Katherine Perlo’s Kinship and Killing (Perlo 2009). The author takes up the daunting task of proposing an explanation for what she perceives as mixed legacies toward nonhuman animals in four world traditions (Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism) and to refute the claim that “a given author’s faith is overwhelmingly or essentially pro-animal” (Perlo 2009, p. 1). Perlo seems to reject, or at least deemphasize, the sacred nature of religion, arguing that human attitudes are the immediate source of religious doctrines which are then

\(^4\) Literally, “the commanding soul”, i.e., a soul that commands one to do evil deeds.

\(^5\) Literally, “the blaming or accusing soul”, i.e., a soul that keeps a critical eye on one’s behavior.
projected on divine or otherwise sacred beings or sources. She attributes the presence of both pro-
and anti-animal teachings in these traditions to the fact that humans have mixed feelings toward
other creatures, something that results in what she describes as doctrines of “aggression”, “evasion”,
and “defense”. Doctrines of “aggression”, she explains, are ones that seek to justify the oppression
of animals “in terms of their naturalness, inevitability, or inherent morality” (Perlo 2009, p. 6), whereas
the doctrine of “evasion” “diverts attention from exploitative practices by introducing precepts of
kindness within the power structure or emphasizing its benevolent aspect” (Perlo 2009, p. 7). Finally,
the doctrine of “defense”, she writes, seeks to protect people from “actual revenge or attack, symbolic
revenge in the form of illness or other manifestations of a bad conscience, or one’s own pain caused by
identification with that of another” (Perlo 2009, p. 8).

Commenting on this approach, Geoffrey Barstow writes, “Unfortunately, Perlo is hampered by
her attempt to identify strategies that cut across all world religions. In her attempt for breadth, she can
sometimes miss important aspects of individual traditions (particularly non-Western traditions such
as Buddhism)” (Barstow 2017, p. 12). This comment applies equally to her treatment of Islamic
tradition. The section on Islam reveals not only the author’s less than adequate familiarity with the
tradition, but also a surprising failure to cite even English sources accurately. For example, Perlo
takes Basheer Ahmad Masri’s “conceptual” vegetarianism to mean that he has become an actual
vegetarian (Perlo 2009, p. 95). Indeed, although Masri says that he “has become a vegetarian by
conviction”, he also adds that his “metabolism got so used to meat that a complete change over to
a vegetarian diet has now become very difficult” (Masri 2007, p. 57). Thus, in his own words Masri
affirms that, in practice, a vegetarian diet is beyond his ability. Perlo also misnames the medieval
author (Izz Al-D¯ın) ibn Abd Al-Sal¯am (d. 660/1262) as “Al-Salam” (Perlo 2009, p. 97). Her referencing
of h. ad¯ıth reports is unintelligible. Apparently under the impression that specific numbers have been
assigned to given reports across h. ad¯ıth works, she gives the numbers of “books” and “chapters” within
hadith compilations but fails to provide the title of the actual compilations and the names of their
compilers. Someone with no prior knowledge of her cited material will not be able to locate her h. ad¯ıth
citations (Perlo 2009, p. 102).

These oversights are symptomatic of deeper problems consisting of the misrepresentation and
misreading of core themes. For example, Perlo raises the possibility that the Prophet Muhammad was
largely a vegetarian without mentioning her sources or explaining how she has reached this conclusion.
She then proceeds to discount Muhammad’s alleged vegetarianism as a sign of asceticism rather than
compassion toward nonhuman animals. Like many other Arabs, she maintains, Muhammad was
attracted to Syrian Christianity with its mystical-ascetic bent. These Arabs, she writes, “emulated the
Syrian Christian monks by swearing off meat and drink and becoming wandering ascetics, or han¯ıfs”
(Perlo 2009, p. 97). This view not only misrepresents Muhammad’s biography and teachings—for
contrary to Perlo’s claim, the Prophet is reported to have explicitly shunned asceticism (Ibn Al-Hajj¯aj
1991, vol. 2, p. 1020) and to have slaughtered his own animals and consumed meat (Ibn Al-Hajj¯aj
1991, vol. 3, p. 1563)—but it also glosses over the meaning of the word han¯ıf and takes no note of the
rich debates around it both in traditional and modern sources.

The same problem is clear in Perlo’s reading of the Qur’an. To give one example, in her attempt
to refute the suggestion that animal titles of qur’anic sūras (chapters) are a sign of a favorable attitude,
she writes:

Of these chapters, only one, s. [i.e., sūra, or qur’anic chapter] 105, The Elephant, mentions
the animal in the first verse; it (sūra 105/al-F¯ıl) is unusual also in being actually a story about

6 The hadith scholar Muslim Ibn Al-Hajj¯aj reports on the authority of Anas who said, “One companion of the Prophet, peace
and blessings be upon him, . . . said, ‘I will not get married’; another said, ‘I will not eat meat’; and a third said, ‘I will not lie
down on a comfortable bed [meaning, I’ll stay up in prayer at night]’. [When he heard this] the Prophet praised God then
said, ‘Why do some people speak like this when I myself observe prayer then sleep, observe fasting on certain days and eat
regularly on others, and marry women? Whoever shuns my way has no relation to me’”.
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the named animal (whose role is, however, a hostile one). Here a sacrilegious power, with an elephant or elephants as part of its army, is defeated by birds sent by Allah. (Perlo 2009, p. 109)

Aside from failing to spell out why mention in the first verse (or for that matter even in the title) would be a sign of importance, Perlo, again, misrepresents the Qur’an and its adjacent exegetical literature. Whereas sūrat al-Fīl (105) speaks neither favorably nor unfavorably about the elephant, Muslim exegetes point out that though one or more elephants were part of what Perlo describes as a “sacrilegious power” (The army of Abraha, who ruled Yemen in the name of the Ethiopian king the Negus and whose army according to Islamic sources attacked Mecca a few decades prior to the advent of Islam), the individual elephant after whom the sūra is titled resisted his human masters and refused to attack the Ka‘ba (the holy shrine in Mecca) and was accordingly spared the severe punishment that the “birds sent by Allah” inflicted on the army. Some accounts mention that another (or other) elephant(s) did the opposite and, like the human culprits, was/were punished (Tlili 2012, pp. 104–5). If one is to take these exegetical accounts as consonant with the qur’anic narrative, the elephant after whom the sūra is titled stands out for doing the right thing and accordingly reaps the benefits. From these exegetical commentaries elephants also come across as capable of making moral choices and of assuming the ensuing consequences, which implies that they are treated as responsible beings. Furthermore, these commentaries indicate that species membership has no bearings on one’s status and divine treatment. Both principles are determined by the level of one’s consciousness of God and obedience to him.

Obedience to God, however, is not necessarily a virtue in Perlo’s view. Rather, she finds the principle of divine voluntarism a sign of authoritarianism and argues that this doctrine “has been used to suppress instincts of sympathy” (Perlo 2009, p. 96). Such reductionism is in fact the most problematic aspect in Perlo’s approach. Although her thesis that religious doctrines are projected on, rather than derived from, scriptural and other religious sources is not without merit, her casual dismissal of centuries-long efforts to grapple with difficult ethical dilemmas as no more than self-serving strategies can hardly count as serious scholarship. Perlo reduces Ashārī theology to one decontextualized citation highlighting God’s freedom to do what he wants with his creation, as if this stance was reached arbitrarily or this single citation can do justice to the full complexity of Ashārī thought (Perlo 2009, p. 96). The polysemous nature of the theme of Abraham’s sacrifice of his son is reduced to no more than “a symbol of divine authority outweighing natural sentiment in the human context” (Perlo 2009, p. 95). It should also be noted that while proposing these provocative readings, Perlo offers little analysis to defend or corroborate them. This is a missed opportunity, for had she combined her critical approach with adequate study of primary and secondary sources she could have contributed useful insights.

Even Foltz’s work is not free from such inaccuracies. He also maintains that Masri was a lifelong vegetarian (Foltz 2006, p. 92) and states that Ālī, the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet, was the Prophet’s nephew (Foltz 2006, p. 18). In fact, the Prophet had no biological siblings and therefore could not have had any nephews (unless one counts his foster siblings, the children of his wet-nurse Ḥalima Al-Sadiyya). Foltz also affirms that the crucial difference between humans and other animals according to mainstream Islam is “that humans alone possess taqwa (consciousness), which implies that we alone can be judged for our acts” (Foltz 2006, p. 6). This statement not only mistranslates the word taqwa, but also mischaracterizes the tradition in important ways. Indeed, although mainstream Islamic tradition does not use the concept of taqwa to describe nonhuman animals’ spiritual states, it still holds that they are at least God-conscious and, as noted earlier, that they face afterlife accountability.

7 Although the word taqwa does not have a clear-cut equivalent in English, it can more accurately be translated as piety or God-consciousness, not merely as consciousness. It refers to a feeling that a creature can experience vis-à-vis God, consisting of a mixture of fear and love, or fear to offend out of love. The creature that experiences this feeling is thus God-conscious and seeks to please God to avoid his displeasure.
This is not to contest Foltz’s basic thesis, however, for there is no doubt that most Muslims subscribe to the principle of human exceptionalism. Nevertheless, the tradition shows considerable uncertainty when it seeks to justify this principle. More often the superiority of humans is founded on the theme of rationality (rather than piety or God-consciousness), but those who pursue this or any other argument to its logical end often reach a point where they either contradict themselves or are forced to reconsider their views (Tlili 2012). A more rigorously critical analysis could thus have shown that the tradition’s foundational doctrines cannot be easily used to corroborate claims about human exceptionalism.

The author from whose work Foltz seems to have derived the argument about taqwa, the late Basheer Ahmad Masri, is responsible for a number of these oversights (Masri 2007, p. 7). Masri is to my knowledge the first author to have addressed animal ethics in the modern context from an Islamic standpoint, paying attention to issues such as factory farming and biomedical research. As important as his contribution is, however, the author approaches the subject with a level of specialization that is barely above that of the lay educated Muslim. This results in multiple inaccuracies, including the claim that in Islam “man” is given dominion over other animals, an unfounded idea that, nonetheless, has started to take on a life of its own (Masri 2007, p. 7).

The growing acceptance of this supposed dominion notwithstanding, there is clear disagreement on its scriptural foundation. Lisa Kemmerer situates it in the Qur’anic notion of “tamktn”⁸ (Kemmerer 2006, p. 347) whereas Patricia Crone links it to the notions of “tafdlı”⁹ and “taskhhr”¹⁰ (Crone 2004, p. 354). Capper, on the other hand, links it to the notions of amança¹¹ and istikhlaţ¹² and finds some support for it in the Qur’anic statement that God created the human being in the “fairest stature”.¹³ Of course, the main reason behind this disagreement is that no verse in the Qur’an gives humans dominion over other creatures. This leads these and other scholars to attach the biblical notion (Genesis 1:26) to a variety of Qur’anic themes that highlight God’s favors toward humankind. Ultimately, thus, this is guilt by association. The Qur’an is automatically assumed to mimic the Bible and is criticized for ideas it does not even express. A more careful approach, even if premised on the assumption that the Qur’an subscribes to the principle of human exceptionalism, should have sought to understand and evaluate this scripture’s own version of this principle instead of conflating its position with that of another scripture. Such approach shows lack of interest in evaluating the Islamic scripture according to its own terms.

Going back to some of these notions¹⁴, close analysis shows not only that none of them corresponds to the biblical idea of dominion, but also that none of them can be used unproblematically to defend the principle of human privilege. The verbal form makkana, from which the notion of tamktn is derived, means primarily “to settle”, “to secure”, and “to establish”. The lexicographer Edward Lane translates the sentence “makkana-hu” as “He gave him a place, he assigned him a place, and settled, or established him” (Lane 1968, vol. 8, p. 3022). Arthur Arberry translates the verse adduced by Kemmerer as: “We have established you [i.e., humankind, makkannā-kum] in the earth and there appointed for you livelihood; little thanks you show” (Arberry 1955, p. 171). Muhammad Asad translates the same verse as “Indeed, O men, [sic] We have given you a [bountiful] place on earth, and appointed thereon means of livelihood for you: [yet] how seldom are you grateful!” (Asad 2003, p. 232). The medieval exegete Al-Ṭabarî (d. 310/923) paraphrases the pertinent sentence in this verse saying, “We [God] have paved and smoothed for you, humankind, the earth and made it a place

---

⁸ This notion is mentioned in verse 10 in surat al-Arâf (7), among other verses.
⁹ This notion occurs in verse 70 in surat al-Isrâ’ (17).
¹⁰ Crone refers to verse 13 in surat al-Jâtiyya (45), but the notion occurs in numerous other verses.
¹¹ This notion occurs in verse 72 in surat al-Ahzâb (33).
¹² This notion occurs in verse 30 in surat al-Baqara (2).
¹³ This notion occurs in verse 4 in surat al-Tin (95).
¹⁴ For the notions of taskhhr, tafâl, and istikhlaţ and for more on amança and the “fairest stature” depiction, see Tlili, Animals in the Qur’an.
where you can settle, an expanse adapted to your movements, and a comfortable place where you can rest (wa’tāṣa‘a’ na-l-kum, ayyuḥa l-nās, fi l-ard wa-ja‘alnahā la-kum qarīran tastaqirrīna fi-ha wa-mihādan tamahidīnā-ha wa-frāshān taflarīshīnā-ha)” (Al-Tabarî 2008, vol. 12, p. 315). In these interpretations the idea of tamākīn consists merely of the fact that God has provided humans with an abode where they can live and made the land habitable for them.

This is not to deny that an element of authority is detectable from later interpretations. Al-Zajjāj (d. 311/923), for example, defines the word tamākīn as “putting [someone] in possession and giving them power (al-tamālīk wa-l-qudra)” (Al-Zajjāj 1988, vol. 2, p. 320). Thus, in this exegete’s understanding God has given humans ownership in the land and has endowed them with power, but neither the Qur’anic verse nor Al-Zajjāj say that this is power or authority over other creatures. What Al-Zajjāj means is probably that God has provided humans with opportunities, skills, and abilities (qudra) that are perceived as necessary for their survival. This is a far cry from prevalent interpretations of the biblical notion of dominion.

But even if absent from Al-Zajjāj’s interpretation, the idea of “authority over other creatures” emerges in more recent works. The Tunisian exegete Al-Ṭahir ibn Ashūr (d. 1393/1973) comments on verse 10 in Sūrat al-Āṣrāf saying, “we have given you power over the matters of the earth and enabled you to handle its creatures (khawwālah-kum al-taṣarrufa ft makhlaqīth-ha) thanks to the faculty of reason that God has instilled in humankind” (emphasis added. Ibn Ashūr 1984, p. 33). Similarly, the Arabic dictionary Al-Mu’jam al-wasīt. defines the verb makkāna as “ja’ala la-hu sulṭāna”, a definition that seems to convey the idea of authority over others, as in non-Qur’anic Arabic the word sulṭān means authority that is linked to ruling and kingship (Dayf 2003, p. 881). Moreover, even if The Study Quran (Nasr et al. 2015) renders the idea of tamākīn as “to establish on earth”, the translators suggest as another possible interpretation that God has given or delegated to humankind certain powers in the world, an idea that is reminiscent of the notion of Dominion (detectable from the notion of delegation).15

Of course, these interpretations should be studied not for what they have to say about the Qur’an, but rather about the interpreters’ worldviews. This brief survey seems to point to a growing trend of anthropocentrism in Islamic thought, whereby humans and their role on earth become more central with time. In fact, studies of other Qur’anic terms, such as jāḥl (supposedly, ignorance), khalfā (supposedly, vicegerent), and rīh (supposedly, soul), have already introduced this thesis. These works not only show that the meaning of certain words has evolved over time, but they also explore the significance of such change (Izutsu 2002; Steppat 1989; Tili 2017a).

Be that as it may, the Qur’anic verse itself continues by explaining that God has “appointed livelihood” for humankind on earth. The verse thus seems merely to seek to remind humans that their ability to be functional and earn a living on earth is a grace from God. Remarkably as well, the verse proceeds to point out that humans rarely give thanks. Far from highlighting humans’ special status, the verse seems rather to highlight their inherent vulnerability and utter dependence on God on one hand and their failure to show gratitude for God’s grace toward them on the other. The ability to turn such criticism into something that bespeaks human privilege, whether attempted by Muslims or non-Muslims, seems remarkable.

Equating the notion of amāna with dominion is another awkward attempt to find a Qur’anic equivalent for the biblical notion. The word neither carries a connotation of authority nor, to my knowledge, has it ever been rendered as dominion prior to Capper’s translation. As noted earlier, amāna simply means “trust”. Although the verse does not specify the nature of this trust, a survey of exegetical literature shows that this notion has more often been understood as a burden than as a

15 Interestingly, the translators adduce the medieval exegetical work Tafsīr al-Jalālayn in support of this interpretation (Nasr et al. 2015), but this is a rather implausible interpretation of this tafsīr, which does not even comment on the meaning of makkāna in this verse. The translators may have inferred this from al-Suyūṭī’s and al-Mahāllī’s commentaries on the notion of tamākīn elsewhere in the Qur’an, but even this does not make their interpretation more plausible. Space limitations preclude a fuller treatment of this point in this article, but it is my hope to return to this point in a future project.
privilege: it is about the bargain of either believing in God and being righteous or failure thereof in return for eternal/long-term reward or punishment. Muslims who saw in the verse an element of human privilege had to grapple with the verse’s negative comment that the human being proved to be “utterly unjust” and “utterly haughty” (zalām and jahāl) for entering this momentous bargain. It should also be noted that although the verse highlights something that may be unique to humans—the fact that out of many creatures they alone jumped on amāna—the offer to carry this burden was given to other creatures before humans jumped on it. Humans are thus not that exceptional.

Similarly, the “fairest proportion” depiction can be treated as a sign of human exceptionalism only when taken out of context. The full passage where this phrase occurs says, “We have created the human being in the fairest proportion, then reduced him to the lowest of the low, save those who have believed and do righteous deeds, they shall have unlimited reward” (95/al-Tīn: 4–6; emphasis added). Clearly, then, whatever status can be inferred from the fourth verse in this passage is affected by the fifth one. Moreover, the comparison in this verse does not necessarily involve humans and other creatures. Many exegetes understand it in the sense that out of innumerable potential shapes in which God could have created the human being he chose for them the best possible one (Tlili 2014, p. 64). Seeing in the “fairest proportion” depiction a sign of human exceptionalism then treating this interpretation as a foundation for the principle of dominion can thus be achieved only through decontextualized and selective reading strategies. This, of course, is not to maintain that Islamic sources did not adduce these and other Qur’anic themes to corroborate anthropocentric claims, for they have. However, to equate the Qur’an with its interpretations and, even more problematically, to selectively treat the most anthropocentric interpretations as representative of this scripture’s worldview while failing to even allude to readings that convey different perspectives even when the latter are more widely accepted betrays a preconceived insistence to treat the Qur’an as an anthropocentric text without much regard to what it actually says.

4. Conclusions

Though un-exhaustive, I hope that the forgoing survey has illustrated some of the strengths and weaknesses of the current debate on animal ethics in Islam. At some level, this article may simply be a reminder of the value of scholarly rigor and of the need to consider how cultural and ideological biases can affect the quality of one’s research. In its defensive attitude, the apologetic discourse has generally taken little notice of and barely benefited from the invaluable conceptual tools that have grown out of the current debate on animal ethics in Western scholarship. This results in two major problems. First, because the apologetic discourse is mostly descriptive it fails to discern the principles and ideals that underlie religious teachings on animals and to articulate an animal ethic that is intelligible across cultural boundaries. Second, the defensive attitude precludes the possibility of taking serious notice of the tradition’s own shortcomings.

The animal advocacy discourse is similarly hampered by cultural and ideological biases. This is not to suggest that advocacy is inherently problematic. Nor is apologetic discourse for that matter. Indeed, both apology and advocacy are in some sense inevitable and desirable as they endow discourse with meaning. Rather, this is a problem because at its current stage much of the advocacy discourse does not adhere to the standards of scholarly rigor. This is clear not only in the methodological problems and factual inaccuracies highlighted earlier, but also in the unexamined colonial undertone of certain positions. One for example wonders what kind of criteria are adopted in assigning Egypt an “F” grade for its treatment of nonhuman animals. To what extent are such criteria shaped by Western worldviews, and what qualifies an organization that is inevitably shaped by one set of cultural ideals to serve in this universal capacity?

This article, however, hopes to be more than just such a reminder. Indeed, the forgoing discussion points to a consensus among informed observers that Islamic tradition has thought very deeply about the subject of animal ethics even if many remain dissatisfied with some of its positions. Muslims’ attitudes toward animals have deteriorated in modern times and even the premodern tradition is guilty
of many imperfections, but overall, premodern Muslim scholars gave the subject utmost attention and developed a well-thought-out ethic. Even if many may continue to reject some of the tradition’s positions, I believe that this ethic deserves serious attention and that it has much to contribute to the current debate. This is the case especially now with the so-called political turn, which focuses on animals’ positive rights as opposed to the conventional rightist position which is mainly preoccupied with animals’ negative rights (right to be free from harm). As some work has already started to show, premodern Islamic law developed a highly sophisticated and carefully thought-out model of such positive “rights”, or rather protections (Tlili 2015). Modern ethicists could benefit from the Shafiʿi and Hanbalī ethics models, as jurists from these two schools prioritize the interests of nonhuman animals nearly across the board (the notable exception pertains to the permissibility of killing for food, but again, such permissibility should be studied within a larger frame that thinks more deeply about the institution of domestication and related issues). Careful study of these models can thus be a great resource in modern debates.

The mechanisms and strategies used to inspire reverence for life and motivate compassion toward other creatures among Muslims—the type into which the early modern testimonies cited at the beginning of this article provide a glimpse—may even be worthier of study. Ample evidence indicates that up until a couple of centuries or even decades ago this ethic was still vibrant in Muslim lands (in some circles it continues to be so). Although many of the teachings that nurtured this ethic are time- and culture-contingent, understanding them can still be useful not only in formulating a coherent animal ethic, but also an effective one.
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